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Step 1. Incoming invoices

Your company receives invoices

from many sources. ElinarEasy™

recognizes scanned documents, 

email attachments, e-invoices, 

and so on… Here you can take a 

closer look at two different

scanned invoices (by clicking the

picture in the demo). 

Later ElinarEasy™ will account

automatically these same

documents about travel expenses. 
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Step 3. Capturing

We use IBM Datacap© for 
capturing data from any
source. The data you need will
next be found from invoice #1. 
It takes just some seconds – AI 
is faster than a human. 
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Step 4. Automatic processing

ElinarEasy™ validates and 
enriches invoice data. And it 
puts every cost to the right cost
centers in practise. This is 
possible because of the
learning data which AI has
gotten beforehand. Still, there
are some new cases for AI from
time to time, and then you’ll
need to confirm the right
answer.
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Step 5. Unclear cases

In this Travel Expense –invoice, 
”meeting room rent” is not
meant to be in the cost center 
”rents”, but in ”negotiation
expenses”. You must teach it to 
the ElinarEasy™ by verifying it 
from the drop down menu (it’s
the green one).
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Step 6. Data goes into ERP System

When you have verified data, 
ElinarEasy™ now knows that
the meeting room rents in 
travel expenses are not
belonging to the general rents. 
Your verifying is the key to why
it’s learning better and better
all the time, and the amount of 
manual work is constantly
decreasing.  
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Step 7. Learning AI

Later, when ElinarEasy™
processes the next invoices, it 
will remember your verifying
and puts the same kind of 
expenses automatically to the
right cost center. 
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Step 8. Benefits

At the end, you’ll see how
automated invoice accounting
could help you and your
company. Whether your
problem is mistakes with
accounting, expensive invoice
processing, slow data transfer
to the accounting system or
CFO, we can help you. 
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